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Source: Schroders, Morningstar, as at 30 Sep 2016. Please note that past performance is not indicative of future returns. Performance
above reflects that of the Fund’s SGD Share Class.
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^ Since inception returns are measured from 31 May 1991; fund was incepted on 8 May 1991.
* On 01/03/2016 the benchmark changed from MSCI AC Far East ex Japan (NDR) to MSCI AC Asia ex Japan (NDR). The full track record
of the previous index has been kept and chain linked to the new one.

Market Commentary^
Asian equities consolidated in September after a strong rally post-Brexit, ending the month broadly unchanged
as investors took profits after recent gains. The China market was up slightly with sentiment supported by
signs of stabilization in economic activity, while Hong Kong was the best performing market driven by the
property sector and a rally in Macau gaming stocks ahead of the Chinese Golden Week holidays.
Elsewhere, Taiwan advanced led by the technology sector on the back of the iPhone 7 launch with pre-orders
beating expectations. In contrast, ASEAN markets fell as foreign outflows increased amid a slowing economic
backdrop, with Philippines leading the region’s decline as concerns mounted over unpredictable policies from
new President Rodrigo Duterte and expensive valuations.

Performance Commentary
The portfolio gained 2.22% in September, outperforming the benchmark which returned 1.67%. Stock selection
in China and Taiwan drove most of the gains, with key contribution from Chinese internet (Alibaba, Tencent)
and consumer name New Oriental Education on the back of strong earnings growth momentum. In Taiwan,
technology stocks (Largan Precision, TSMC and Hon Hai Precision) extended gains, while bicycle
manufacturer Merida Industry advanced on hopes of an improving earnings outlook and margin recovery.
Hong Kong stocks also saw significant moves with Galaxy Entertainment and property stocks (Kerry Properties,
Hongkong Land) rebounding strongly, the sector boosted by better than expected primary residential sellthrough rate and robust secondary property prices. This was offset by profit taking in Techtronic Industries and
Pacific Textiles, and jewellery retailer Chow Sang Sang on concerns over a continued muted growth outlook.
Elsewhere, ASEAN names fell on broad-based weakness, while Indian stock HDFB bank consolidated after its
YTD outperformance.

Market outlook and portfolio strategy
Markets have shrugged off recent macro and market developments with perhaps some level of complacency,
as expectations still remain for accommodative policies by central banks. However a number of risks including
a significant shift in Fed policy, renewed fears around a significant RMB devaluation should show signs of
stress emerging from China’s banking and shadow financial system, as well as heightened geopolitical
uncertainties from the upcoming US presidential elections and developments in Europe around Brexit are all
potential triggers that could derail the market’s current trajectory. With central banks being accommodative,
global bond yields are expected to continue to decline, encouraging investors’ to search for yield in global
equity markets. Aggregate valuations for regional markets have moved back in line with longer term averages,

leaving the valuation argument to be far less compelling. This is particularly the case for the better quality
names where multiples are now looking fairly stretched. After several years of disappointing earnings outcomes
in Asia, expectations for 2016 and 2017 now look more realistic although we continue to expect that the global
growth backdrop will remain very subdued. As China is likely to see a continued slowdown in growth as it
rebalances its economy we are not expecting a strong cyclical upswing in the region over the medium term.
Against this macroeconomic backdrop where growth is subdued, a protracted period of uncertainty and volatility
can be expected, market direction and beta is less clear and therefore bottom-up stock selection is key to
identifying the attractive pockets of growth across regional markets. We remain focused on reasonably valued
companies with solid balance sheets, cash flows that are operating in segments or niches that are well placed
to ride out continued economic and market volatility. We believe that our quality bias will provide investors with
favourable risk-adjusted returns over the long term in a region that continues to offer superior growth prospects
within a global context. Uncertainties in the macroeconomic environment and bouts of extreme risk aversion in
markets, when they occur, will offer opportunities and attractive entry points into Asian stockmarkets for long
term investors.
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*For illustrative purpose only. It does not represent any recommendation to invest or divest of the above mentioned
countries/sectors.
This report includes some views on the specific underlying securities of the fund, but the views are not necessarily indicative of
the future or likely performance of the underlying securities of the fund.
Important Information: This is prepared by Schroders for information and general circulation only and the opinions expressed are subject
to change without notice. It does not constitute an offer or solicitation to deal in units of any fund and does not have any regard to specific
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific person who may receive it. Investors may wish to seek advice
from a financial adviser before purchasing units of any fund. In the event that he chooses not to seek advice from a financial adviser, he
should consider carefully whether the fund in question is suitable for him. Past performance of any fund or the manager, and any
economic and market trends or forecast, are not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of the fund or the manager. The
value of units in any fund, and the income accruing to the units, if any, may fall as well as rise. Investment in units of any fund involves
risks, including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. Investors should read the prospectus, available from Schroder
Investment Management (Singapore) Ltd or its distributors, before deciding to subscribe for or purchase units in any fund. Funds may
carry a sales charge of up to 5%.
The Fund is likely to have high volatility due to its investment policies or portfolio management techniques. The Fund may use or invest in
derivatives.
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